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Name of the Activity / Event
Theme/Topic

Resource Person

Organised by

Venue

Date and Duration

Pa rticipants
File Accession Dossier

_o_EJECTTYES:

,' Teacher's Workshop

.' Global Insight

.' Ms, Alka, Mr. Kuntal and Ms. Rucche

: 07.07.17, 30 mi

; Faculty I- VIII

.'workshop Dossier Fiie (flp)
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. To share the learning of France and Swiss Exchange groups with the staff members.

DESCRIPTION:
| "...8y studying foreign cultures and languages and living abroad, we gain a better understanding of the
^ nany similarities that we share and learn to respect our differences. The relationships that are formed
1- 

between individuals from different countries, as part of international education programs and exchanges,
can also foster goodwill that develops into vibrant, mutually beneficial partnerships among nations."

George W. Bush
Sharing is an essential part of effective learning, learning that is not confined to the students but to
teachers as well. Realizing the same, the session began by introduction about the Multi-Cultural
Exchange programmes of RDPS guided by its mission of promoting cross cultural harmony - 'Vasudeva
Kutumbakam'i.e. the world is a family, Teachers were made aware about two such recdnt Multi-Cultural

I Exchange programmes of the school, first Swiss Indian Classroom Exchange: RDPS,.,isit to Division
santd-social-art, Del6mont. Switzerland (16,04.t7 to 01,05.17) and second France Exchange

, Programme: RDPS Visit to Feneion Saint'e rvlarie, Paris, Fiance (29,05.17 to ii.A6.i7).
I

I First, students who visited France presented the glimpses of their journey in the form of power point
I Presentation, They shared that this opportunity gave them a platform to learn about the French history,
I art, architecture, and education system. Pictures of cheerful faces of Rukminians at various places like
I galleries in Pa.ris, on cruise, at Eiffel Tower, in Louvre Museum, at Disney Land, at Basilica, at sea sidej and bt Versailles castle explained the fun they had. Students also shared their personal experiences that
I they had with respective host families. Some improved their French language and some were inspired by
- their mannerism.

After that students of Swiss Indian Classroom Programme shared the essence of their visit with the
teachers. This programme was supported by Foundation for Federal Cooperation and the Mercator
Foundation Switzerland. Students worked on the project'sustainable Waste Management'and explored
various eco-friendly technique of managing waste. Students shared the pictures of special blow horn
welcome that they got there. Apart from this, they have also shared other pictures like of Bubble foot, at
WTO Head quarter, Swiss Alps, Glacier cave in Titlis, doing kitchen chores, at Ballenbeig museum, visit
to chocolate factory and farm house. Students explained new waste management techniques that they
have learnt there like 'fun theory', 'Restoration of old things' (upcycle) etc.

To summarize, the session was a great success as the student teachers learnt the importance of Multi-
Cultural Exchange programmes and waste management techniques.
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